
 
 

 
 

The Power of Respect: Teen Attitude 
 

“…so that we can get out of this rut before it becomes any 

deeper?” 
 

 

“In this column the reader is offered practical, respectful options leading 

to win-win solutions to the problems arising between adults and children 

in everyday life.” 
 



Q:  “I’m full of admiration for my 14 year old child’s self-motivation and development. 

However, I do notice that the same care that is directed toward other areas is not directed 

toward home responsibilities. The belligerent and exasperated tone which is used by my 

teenage child when reminded or asked to give some help is hard to deal with, especially 

since these responses are becoming the normal pattern. How can I change the dynamics so 

that we can get out of this rut before it becomes any deeper?” 

E.O., Redway 

 

A:  I’m sure you have discussed this situation with your teenager many times, but have you 

discussed it in terms of feelings? Have you explained how important tone is to you and exactly 

how that belligerent, exasperated tone makes you feel?  

 

Have you asked your teenager if what they are feeling makes them use that tone? Some people 

don’t relate to tone. They relate to content.  

 

These people don’t realize that to people who relate to tone, tone can mean more than content. 

Tone oriented people might completely ignore content if the tone sets them off. 

  

One reason people adopt certain terms or tones, is because these terms or tones have been 

directed at them in the past. Even if you have not used this tone, maybe their other parent has, or 

the siblings, or teachers, friends, or other adults.  

 

The kind of attitude your teenager seems to be taking is one that people often take when they feel 

that their needs are not being taken into account, but they are powerless to change it.  

 

Since this teenager is highly self-motivated, they might resent any interference in their life, 

especially chores, and they may use a tone or phrases that they know, consciously or 

unconsciously will get to you. If it’s been going on long enough, it could even be out of habit. 

  

If the idea of tone is not being clearly understood, you might record some of your family 

interactions. People get a much clearer idea of what they are saying and how they are saying it 

when they hear it recorded.  

 

However, before you record, explain what you are intending to do and why. Be sure you have a 

clear agreement before you do it. Don’t do it if you cannot do it in a way that feels okay to those 

being recorded. 

  

Sometime when you are both feeling good, when neither of you has anything you have to get 

done right away, and the general atmosphere is not stressful, tell your teenager that you need 

their help.  

 

If you think you might have any trouble expressing yourself clearly and simply with non-

threatening words, write down beforehand what you want to talk about and resolve. State the 

problem in terms of yourself and your needs: “I need...” “I feel...when you...” 

 

 Through this discussion you may discover that your teenager: 



 simply forgets to do the chores and also doesn’t like being reminded. Reminders that 
they write for themselves might take care of this. 

 doesn’t seriously mind doing the chores, but thinks that doing them is enough and 

doesn’t feel like being cheerful about it. 

 is only content when doing activities of their own choice. 

 really doesn’t like the particular chores assigned to them and might be happier with 
other choices. 

 

Brainstorm together and discover solutions to this situation which are agreeable to both of you. If 

necessary, bring this to a bigger family meeting to make sure that what the two of you have 

decided on is agreeable to everyone who is involved. 

  

In order to get out and stay out of a rut, it is necessary to do things differently. It might help to 

express appreciation for all the things this teenager does that please you, especially when chores 

are well done.  

 

You might do your best not to offend with your tones or the content of what you say. As soon as 

you notice something that is bothering you, make an appointment with the person whose 

behavior is responsible to work on this.  

 

Never settle for any solution that does not feel good to all the people involved. 
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